Logan Square is not only a destination but one of the most active urban enrichment for children of all ages. In part due to the simplicity of the space, natural materials, like rocks, water, soil, and plants, support learning and totems of urban markers that draw one to and through the space. Sculptures by Claes Oldenberg and Jordan Griska anchor the plaza, making their visitors through Cherry Street to Philadelphia’s “Museum Mile.”

Pennsylvania Convention Center, with paving tones pulled from the adjacent first time in the institution’s history. The Plaza established a gateway to a unified campus for The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts for the first time in the institution’s history. The Plaza established a gateway to a unified campus for The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts for the first time in the institution’s history.
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1 LENFEST PLAZA
Land Collective

2 SISTER CITIES PARK
Studio Bryan Hansen

3 PENNYPACKER PARK
Ground Reconsidered

4 SHAKESPEARE PARK
Ground Reconsidered

5 AVIATOR PARK
Ground Reconsidered

6 LOGAN CIRCLE
OLIN

7 HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL PLAZA
WRT

8 LOVE PARK
Hargreaves Associates

9 DILWORTH PARK
OLIN
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